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Presents the fundamental physics of Fano resonances together with basic
engineering problems
Discusses the interference phenomenon with respect to wave phenomena
Explains bound states related to a continuum
Outlines the application of the Fano effect in biology
This book discusses the development of Fano-based techniques and reveals the characteristic
properties of various wave processes by studying interference phenomena. It explains that the
interaction of discrete (localized) states with a continuum of propagation modes leads to Fano
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interference effects in transmission, and explores novel coherent effects such as bound states
in the continuum accompanied by collapse of Fano resonance. Originating in atomic physics,
Fano resonances have become one of the most appealing phenomena of wave scattering in
optics, microwaves, and terahertz techniques. The generation of extremely strong and confined
fields at a deep subwavelength scale, far beyond the diffraction limit, plays a central role in
modern plasmonics, magnonics, and in photonic and metamaterial structures. Fano resonance
effects take advantage of the coupling of these bound states with a continuum of radiative
electromagnetic waves. With their unique physical properties and unusual combination of
classical and quantum structures, Fano resonances have an application potential in a wide
range of fields, from telecommunication to ultrasensitive biosensing, medical instrumentation
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and data storage. Including contributions by international experts and covering the essential
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aspects of Fano-resonance effects, including theory, modeling and design, proven and potential
applications in practical devices, fabrication, characterization and measurement, this book
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